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sports, lb
The rodeo team opened its sprinQ season
Thursday, and this weekend travels
to Mississippi State.
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ACOMPLEX MATTER

University seeks more
EmOy Wuclmer
News Editor

Unless the KentuckY legislature comes to .Murray State's
aid, University officials may
have to reconsider plans for
Phase m of the science complex.
University President Randy
Dunn said before coming to
campus, he knew about the
lack of funds to complete the
project. He began to look at
what the University needed to
do to get an accurate cost to

finish the project, and when to
ask the Legislature for more
money.
"At one point we thought we
might be able to do that here in
this session, but given the fact
that it looks that the budget
will not be opened up for a
number of projects, we'll look
to do that in '08," Dunn said.
He said the University has
always viewed the project as a
multi-phased endeavor for the
entire science complex, not
separate buildings.
Dunn said he hopes Ken·

tucky lawmakers will change
the budget language to allow
the recent appropriation to be
used to complete Phase n of
the complex.
"So what we're trying to do
now ... is attempting to get that
budget language changed so
we can use that same money
that's already been appropriated, for the chemistry building,
and then come back next
spring and get whatever is nec·
essary to finish engineering
and physics," Dunn said.
He said the University needs

more money to complete the
projects because of the added
square footage to the building
and the increase in construction costs. Dunn said construction on the buildings is ahead
of schedule.
According to a report by the
Finance and Administration
Cabinet, the $15 million allocated to the University must
be used for the physics wing,
not to complete any other
phases. University officials

see COMPLEX, 3A

BUMPER TO BUMPER

Tnmsit system

could ease
students'

Tyler Powell, senior from Erin, Tenn., was just one of the many drivers navloatlng Five Points at rush hour Wednesday.
A1alna Zanln
Staff writer

Tyler Powell is sick of playing red light-green
light.
Powell, senior from Erin. Tenn., has been navigating traffic around Murray State for four
years. He and most other car owners in Murray
know that during certain times of the day, Murray streets become an immobile sea of cars,
which can be both difficult and dangerous to
navigate.
"I just know I have to plan for traffic," Powell
said. "You always know during the busy times
of day it's going to take a little longer to get
where you're going. Every city is going to have
traffic problems - there's no way to get around
that."
But the City of Murray, the Kentucky Department of Transportation and Murray State are
all working together to try to solve traffic problems in and around Murray.
The biggest road block to traffic alleviation is
a virtual web of state and city street zoning.
State highways like U.S. Highways 641 and 121
that run through Murray are owned and maintained by state maintenance facilities. All of the
traffic lights in Murray are owned and main-

tained by the Kentucky Department of Transportation.
The remaining 74 miles of pavement within
the city are owned and maintained by the City
of Murray's street maintenance.
Thomas Clendenen, superintendent of street
maintenance in Murray, said traffic control is
an ongoing issue that is hard to combat for multiple reasons.
"We do studies of traffic flow, and sometimes
the public will make us aware of traffic," Clendenen said. "We look at traffic problems on a
case-by-case basis. To widen streets, we also
have to purchase property and it is not always
contusive.
"Some owners don't want to sell, sometimes
there are utilities in the way and sometimes it's
state-owned."
But easier driving may be on the horizon for
Murray motorists.
To assuage congestion, Doran Road (off 16th
Street near Murray High School), which is
owned by the city of .Murray, will have a turning lane by next spring.
There are also plans to widen Hwy. 121 to a
four-lane highway with sidewalks on either side.

see TUFAC, 3A
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SPIRITUAL
SILENCE

Casey Northcutt
College Life Editor

The News features
a unique student sacrifice ·
Jeff Slinker/The News
every Friday during Lent. Brian JennillQS. sophomore from Chrisney, Ind., oave up speakJOQ for Lent
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Brian Jennings bas nothing to say, and even if
he did, he wouldn't say it.
Jennings, sophomore from Chrisney, lnd.,
gave up speaking for Lent, and with a few
exceptions, plans not to utter a word until
Easter.
"I gave up speaking for Lent as a penance
(so I could) reflect upon my most common sin
of lying," he said via e-mail. "1 am not doing
this for fame or praise, but for reflection to
prepare myself for Easter communion."
It has been two weeks since Ash Wednesday, and Jennings said he has kept his promise
for the most part.
He has uttered a few syllables. but it was
either an occasional accident or absolutely
necessary, like answering a question briefly in
class.
"There have been a few instances when I
have reacted to something and words have
passed from my mouth," he said. "1 have tried

not to do this, but I am human. ... I answered
my little sister once when I got up from a nap,
but (usually) I only listen on the phone if I
pick up at all."
He said his sudden bout of silence cause
quite a reaction with his friends and family,
sometimes attracting criticism.
"My friends and family were a little disappointed that they couldn't talk to me at first,"
he said, "but I asked for their support and they
gave it. The public has said some less-thanappealing things at times to make fun of me,
but that has died down."
Library Assistant Cindy Clark oversees Jennings at the Waterfield Library circulation
desk where he is employed as a student worker.
She said she's surprised by his choice to
hold his tongue.
"If you know Brian, he's quite a chatty
young man," she said. "For him to choose
something like that was definitely a sacrifice

see LEIT, 3A
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News Editor: Emily Wuchner
Phone: 809-4468

'Area residents participate In 'Grannies for Peace' on Tuesday. The women stood on 16th Street and
:held up signs that were viewed by passing cars.

Center offers songwriting
'class to interested students
Students may register for the non·credit class Songwriting and the Music Business 101.
The course is provided through the
Center for Continuing Education and will
explore the techniques of songwriting and
learn the inside of the music business.;
such as how to publish and market a song.
Kenya Walker, professional songwriter,
· will teach the class. Topics covered in the
class will be elements of a great song,
building a song, inspiration vs. craft, dos
and don'ts of getting your l\ongs heard and
song critiques.
·n1e class will begin meeting from 6-9
p.m. April 19 and will be held for three
consecutive Thursdays. Class fee is $135
and space is limited
For more information, contact the Center for Continuing Education at 809-3659
or 1-800-669-7654, ext. 3659.

Crew team holds odd-job,
yardwork fundraiser
The men's crew team will host Rent-ARower fundraiser. Members of the crew
team will be available to do yardwork. car
washing. painting, raking leaves, cleaning
gutters and other odd jobs.
The cost will be $35 and the fundraiser
will be held Sa~day and Tuesday from 8
a.m. to noon and 1-to 5 p.m.

For more information or to register, go
to msurowing.com or contact Alex Klaus·
ing at alexander.kbusing@murraystate.
edu or (484) 767-2937.

Daylight-saving time
Daylight-saving time begins this weekend. Students should set their clocks forward one hour on Sunday.
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Thursday, March 1

Saturday, March 3

2:07 p.m. A caller from Mason
Hall advised a student had
passed out. The Murray Police
Department notified Emergency
Medical Services. EMS transported the student to the emergency
room. An officer took a report.
4:03 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported an elevator was
stuck on the third floor with the
door open. No subjects were on
board. Central Plant was advised.
8:42 p.m. A caller from 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard
reported that the gate motors
were making a noise and the
keypad was not working. Central
Plant was advised.
9:05 p.m. A caller reported several loud screams coming from
the volleyball courts by Franklin
College. Officers checked the
area and found nothing wrong.
ll:33 p.m. A caller from the cast
side of Woods Hall reported a
parking zone sign was damaged.
An officer took the sign and put it
in the lost and found at Public
Safety until Facilities Manage·
ment could retrieve the item. An
officer took a report.
ll:47 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to John H. Ford,
freshman from Paducah. Ky., for
possession of alcohol by a minor.

U:ll a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported a paintball gun
being shot on the fourth floor.
Paint was left on a wall. Central
Plant was advised.
4:30a.m. A caller from Main and
15th streets reported a possibly
intoxicated subject in a parking
lot. An officer located and took
the subject home.
5:05 p.m. A caller from the intramural fields reported subjects
who were watching rugby
harassing one another. The caller
requested officers patrol the
.area.
8:20 p.m. A caller from Richmond College reported a resident adviser saw a resident crawl
through a window with alcohol.
The caller requested an officer
assist the RA with removal. Murray State Police issued a citation
to Parker Timmons, double-class
senior from Centralia, Ill., for
possession of alcohol by a minor.

Friday, March 2
3:08 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a party and pos·
s ible underage drinking in a
room. The caller contacted a res·
ident adviser, but there was still a
problem. Alcohol containers
were found in the room and
Housing was advised.
8:26 a.m. A resident adviser at
Springer College reported a sub·
ject left pamphlets in the lobby.
An ,o fficer told the subject to go
through the appropriate channels
of University policy.
4:18 p.m. A caller from White
College reported a door dccora·
tion had a burn mark on it. The
Mu rray Fire Department, the
vice president of student affairs
and the state fire marshal were
advised. An officer took a report.
8:17p.m. A caller from Woods
Hall requested access to the
basement. T he student had per·
mission to be in the building, but
was gone upon Racer Patrol
arrival.

Corrections
In the March 2 edition of The Murray
State News, a quote in the Buddhism story
was incorrectly written. A quote by Peggy
Schrock was "a moral choice."
The theater review should have been
given two-and-a-half masks.
Photos in the college life section were
incorrectly labeled. In the ..A Mid-summer Night's Dream" top photo, the actors
were (from left) Aaron Hochhalter, Emily
Gibson and Francis Koogier. The bottom
photo was of Tyler Moss.
In the story "Women's Center plans
activities for women's history month," it
was stated that the local chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta was founded in 1913. The
'Sorority was founded in 1913.
The News regrets the errors.

Emily Wudmer, news editor, compiles
Campus Briejly.Ifyou would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
809-4480.

Sunday, March 4
U :48 a.m. A caller from the
Lutheran Church parking lot
reported alcoholic beverage containers. An officer spoke with a
representative of Alpha Tau
Omega, who said the mess would
be cleaned up.
2:43 a.m. A caller from College
Farm Road was looking for a tall
white male wearing a gray jacket
The male was a possible burglary
suspect. The subject went into
Elizabeth College and an officer
was out with the subject. The
subject was turned over to the
Murray Police Department. An
officer took a report.
9:40 p.m. A ~:allcr from Fast
Track notified Murray State
Police that students reported a
smell of gas. Officers checked the
area. Central Plant. the Murray
Fire Department and the Murray
Natural Gas Company were notified. An officer 't ook a report.

Monday, March S
8:45 a.m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported subjects handing out flyers in the parking lot.
Student Affairs was notified and
had not given permission for flyers to be handed out. An officer
did not make contact with the
subject.
12:48 p.m. A caller from Thor-

oughbrewed Cafe reported possible counterfeit money. An officer
took possession of the currency
and a report was taken for theft
by deception.
11:44 p.m. A caller from the mall
area in front of the Waterfield
Library reported n group of three
individuals walking through the
malL One of the individuals possibly lit a piece of paper on tire.
The Murray Fire Department
and the state fire marshal were
advised. An officer took a report

Tuesday, March 6
U:l9 p.m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported a female subject harassing the caller. The
caller asked the female to leave
him alone but the female did not
stop harassing the caller. The
female subject was advised to
leave the male subject alone. An
officer took a report.
1:58 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported several children and adults playing
baseball on the football field. An
officer was advised the practice
was cleared with athletics.
8:17 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a fire strobe
light had been knocked off the
ceiling. Central Plant was
advised and repaired the strobe
light. An officer took a report.

Wednesday, March 7
1:33 p.m. A caller advised that
there were possible problems
with a student in class. The stu·
dent was not supposed to attend
and was asked by the professor
not to attend. An officer was
advised.
7:33 p.m. The residence director
at Hester College reported an
unoccupied elevator was stuck
on the eighth Ooor.
11:01 p.m. An officer at White
College advised someone was
trying to hang something in one
of the windows on the third floor.
The officer advised the student
not to tamper with the windows.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts ·2
Arrests - 0

Emily Wuchner, news editor. compRes Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dis·
patched calls are not listed.

Don't Foreet! ChiiOPractic
April 2 is the priority
filing date for student
financial aid applications
for 2007-2008 requesting
gr ants (non-repayable),
loans, andj or student
employment.

Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?

The logan Doctor of Chiropractic program Includes extensive
study In science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive clinical rotations.
Logan students receive all this a nd morel

Specialties Within Chiropractic:
+ Sports Rehab
+ Pediatrics
+ Geriatrics

+ General Practice
• Neurology

+ Orthopedics

+Radiology

+Research

+ Personal Injury

• Acupuncture

APPLY TODAY!

Contact Logan University at www.logan.ed u for
an Info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.

Student Financial Aid Olliee
Sparks Hall • Basement
or www.murray.tate.edu/secsv/finandal/appUcatlolu.btaa

PLEASE BE OUR GUEST ...

HEAR YE! HEA R YE!

%ar Christ Proc[aimecC
~arch 11th - 16th
Phi[[~ Shumake

Everyone is welcome ...
Bring your Bible and let us reason together...
Truth does not fear investigation ...
Don't let someone else do your thinking for you !! !
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday through Friday

10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Comer of Doran Rd. and Holiday Rd. Take 94 W (Main St.) to Doran Rd. tum
left, go past Murray High School. 4th street on left is Holiday Dr.

94~tt·
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From Pagel

From Pagel
point in time," Dunn said.
"However, it was also expected
that we would be able to use
the Phase m money to apply to
that And now that it seems that
the budget language, the interpretation of the budget language is that we can't, then
we've got to get that fixed to
allow it to happen."
Dunn said he is unsure if the
state will give the University
additional funding, but he
remains optimistic.
'1 think we've got to go to
Frankfort and articulate the
fact
the reasons the costs
have gone up, the fact that
we've always looked at this as a
multi-phase project and be able
to show the case that we've
been good stewards of the tax
dollar," Dunn said.
If the University ls not
awarded the money, Dunn said
it's too early to say what the
course of action will be.
Options include turning to private giving or capital campaigns, constructing shell space
and fmishing interior portions
when money is available or
reallocating present funds.
"I have no inclination to not

must seek approval during the
2007 legislative session to discuss or modify the previous
budget language. rf this is not
done, the University could be
in violation of Kentucky
statutes.
The documents state that the
University accepted a bid for
Phase I (the biology wing) that
was $2 million more than what
was appropriated University
officials chose to delay work on
the second floor and landscaping of the building. The bid for
Phase U was $7.8 million more
than the amo\lnt appropriated.
University officials planned to
use money received for Phase
ill to complete Phase II.
The report also states funding requests from the University have been "confusing and
inconsistent."
Though the report indicates
possible legal ramifications the
University could face, Randy
Dunn said he saw no such indication in the review.
"The only thing, to my mind,
(that) would be a questionable
action was our awarding of the
chemistry building contract for
more money that we had at that

of

do the third building, but at the
same time, worst-case sce·
nario, if we had to go back and
continue to use Blackburn for
some science classes, maybe
we could do that, too," Dunn
said. "There are a bunch of
options. fm still optimistic that
we'll be able to come back in
U1e spring of '08 and show a
careful calculation of our costs
and be able to get the funding
to fmish that entire science
campus."
Rep. Melvin Henley. R-Murray, said the proposal for a
not
change in wording
been brought to the Kentucky
House yet. He said he is unsure
of when the House will consider the changes, but thinks construction will continue on the
complex.
"I feel like we'll be able to
transfer the money over and
· continue with the construction
and then fund the balance of it
next year," Henley said.
The House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee
approved an amendment to the
budget bill Feb. 27. If the
change is approved by the
House, it will go to the Senate.

has

Sen. Ken Winters. R-Murray,
said he will work to make sure
the wording is changed. Winters said he does not think the
state finance report will interfere with Murray State receiving additional funding.
"I don't anticipate that being
an obstacle for us, because that
will be a new item that will
come up in the next session,
and we'll just have to plan our
strategy to try and make sure
that nothing happens to
impede with that," Winters
said.
According to the report,
Murray State requested funding to renovate Blackburn Science building in 1998, but the
money was denied. In the
2000-Q2 biennium, the University requested $25.8 million,
but was awarded $13 million
for Phase I. University officials
requested $22 million for
Phase U, but were awarded $15
million. In the 2006-08 biennium, the University requested
and was awarded $15 million.
In total, the University
received about $43 million.
Emily Wuchner can be reached
at emily.wuchner@rnum.ryedu.
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for him."
She said Jenning's duties
have
changed
slightly
because of his inability to
speak.
"We've done a little bit of
rearranging the schedule,"
she said. "He probably does
more duties now away from
the desk than what he did
beforehand. ... Now, he's
doing more shelving and
stuff like that. He's doing a
lot more manual stuff than
sitting at the desk, but he was
wiUing to make the sacrifice."
Clark said the library
workers find ways to accommodate Jennings, and so far,
no major problems have
developed.
She said she hasn't heard
him speak a word, and she's
impressed.
"He's done quite well," she
said. "We've gone through a
lot of scrap paper, a lot of
thumbs up and a lot of just
grinning at me. He's done
really, really well with it."
Surprisingly, Jennings said
he only finds his inability to
communicate
frustrating

when he gets excited about
something and can't express
it, or when he has a lot of
questions he just can't ask.
For the most part, he said
he finds his penance relaxing.
"I f'md it rather peaceful
most of the time," he said.
uThere are less distractions
in my life," he said. "It's an
interesting experience, not
talking.
"Time really does slow
down when you take time to
reflect and be alone and be
silent w ithout constant disturbances."
The experience, he said,
has made a distinct impression on his life. It has
changed the way he thinks.
"I am learning to think
more about the right words
to use in situations so as not
to talk unnecessarily," he
said. "I am still the same person I was, but, hopefully, (I)
will become a better person
through this time of prayer
and fasting."
Casey Northcutt can be reached
at

casey.rwrthcutt@murraystate.

edu.

TRAFFIC
From Pagel
The widening would extend
from the intersection at Hwy.
641 to Bailey Road, Clendenen
said.
"It's the state that's doing it,
but I've already seen the plan
and as far as I know it's going
forward," Clendenen said.
In addition, Five Points will
soon get a makeover.
The intersection is a focus
for the city and the state, but it
is a particularly difficult area
because of the mixture of private-, city- and state-owned
land, Clendenen said.
He said he has seen plans to
renovate the intersection and
USDA CHOICE
BONELESS
ENGLISH ROAST

create a left turning lane.
"It's an ongoing issue and it is
finally in the planning stages,"
he said. "Hopefully, keep your
fingers crossed, it won't be
much longer until we see that
change."
Ultimately, though, Clendenen said traffic is a good problem for the city to have.
"Traffic is good because it
shows growth," be said. "The
more traffic, the more people
in Murray, the more people
living here, spending money
and helping our economy."
Alalna Zanin can be reached at

alaina.zanin@murraystate.ed!L
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Tenn., said the transit would
help cut down on students
looking for parking places.
"I think if they are going to
have multiple (transits) and if
it goes everywhere in Murray,
then it would be a good idea
because there are a lot of people who don't have cars and
need rides to places," Taylor
said.
Amanda Axe, junior from
Lithia, Fla., said though she
usually walks to class, the
transit would be useful during
bad weather. She said the

transportation would be good
for underclassmen and students without cars on campus.
''I think if they have an oncampus thing to help people.
who are always late, it would
be amazing," Axe said.
~
Becky Watts said anyone
interested in being part of the
group, or anyone with ideas
concerning transit, can e-mail
her at rebecca. watts@mur.:
raystate.edu.
..
Emily Wuchn.er can be reached
at emily.wuchrier@murraystate:
edu.
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Dunn spends time mending fences
destroyed by former presidents
Political differences
could stop science ·
complex completion
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.
University President Randy Dunn spent March 6
in Frankfort cleaning up the mess left for him by former University presidents Kern and King Alexander.
The construction of the science complex may be
put on hold because of a lack of funds. Because of
the language outlined in the contract between the
state and the University, the money allocated to
build the physics wing should have only been used
as such, and not for other phases.
But some of that money was used to ftnish other
projects in the complex's biology wing.
In fact, $13 million was allocated to the biology
wing, which was more than $2 million dollars overbudget. Other than the misuse of allotted money to
the science complex completion, another uproar is
taking place between Frankfort and Murray State.
Kern Alexander's commentary published in the
March 2 issue of The News blamed the incident on
political bias between Kern and King Alexander and
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and Executive Cabblet Secretary
Robbie Rudolph .
It is •unfair that President Dunn has to mend the
fences that previous administrators have deliberately destroyed.
It is far more embarrassing to the University that
a former president would use the media to publicize
his disdain with these politicians.
If Alexander's political activism continues, it
could Jturt Murray State's image. If the building's
completion is stopped, we know who to blame.

what do you think•••
Does administrator's political behavior affect Murray State?
"I think they are using too much money
for non-student-oriented things."

Uz Davis · l ouisville, Ky.

fq1

senior

Facebook, blogs liberate writers

''It doesn't affect me."

Josiah Redwood Garvey • Nashville, Ind.
junior

In My

Opinion

"It really hasn't had much of an affect on
me."

Phil Eshleman • Grand Prairie, Texas
junior

Audrey

"It has affected me and I think we should
take this place over."

Ferguson

Andrew Cozzens • Louisville. Ky.
senior

is a senior English

Audrey Ferguaon
and Spanish mojor
fromMu"CIY·

Caitlin Dunnagan!The News ,

A couple of months back, a classmate told me he
hated writing and he would never be an English
major because as much as he enjoyed literature, he
couldn't write.
He often complained that he could not express
his thoughts and he just didn't know how to get
them into written words. I didn't really think anything about it until I was on Facebook the other
day.
Hidden in his notes was a really eloquent essay
of probably 600 words about his faith. As it turns
out, he only needed the right topic.
Blogs and Facebook have brought the closet
writers into the public, giving them a place to publish their writing.
People who have never written for enjoyment in
their lives are fmding that they can express themselves through writing blog entries and Facebook
notes.
Often, technology is blamed for putting distance
between people. Critics say people don't really
connect and that e-mail is not a good substitute for
a phone conversation or meeting in person. Some
technology. such as video games and the Internet,
are also blamed for consuming the time people
would have spent together in the past.
In this case; however, I think credit should be
given to technology. Blogs, Facebook and other

Write to us

the news editorial board
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenewstmurraystate.edu

Elizabeth caweln
Editor in Chief • 809-68n
EmHy Wuchner
News Editor • 809-4468
Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 809-4468

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor • 809-4481
Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager • 809-4478
Jonathan Burris
Photography Editor • 809·4468

fax: 809-3175
www.thenews.oro

College life Editor • 809-4468

Joe HedQes
Adviser • 809·2998

casey Northcutt

technological sources have encoW'81ed people to
become expressive.
As individuals write their thoughts about everything ranging from politics to the value of friendship, they are doing more than just practicing their
writing skills. They are providing a written statement of their views for others to read.
Many times, these authors write on subjects that
they would not often discuss in conversation. It is
easier to write about issues of faith, politics and
other difficult issues than it is to speak about them.
Through blog sites and Facebook, 1 am able to
see what my friends and acquaintances think
about love, God, war, pain and numerous other difficult subjects. In all honesty, they probably would
have never shared these important thoughts in
person.
For these reasons, among others, I am thankful
for technology. Yes, people can and have allowed
technology to place distance between them; however, sometimes technology can bring people closer.
Through Facebook and blogs, 1 have been able to
see what people I know think about issues that are
important to them.
I have learned a lot about these individuals, and
what they believe, so I am saying thank you to
Facebook and blog sites.
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staff nurse speaks out about clean air meeting
In My

Opinion

Lyle
Judy Lyle is a
health educator
and staff nurse for
Murray State
University.

Okay, I admit it, I am the "female"
referred to in the letter to the editor
from Larry Pritchett in the March 2 issue
of The News and The Murray Ledger &
Times. I am not a student, but I am a reg·
istered nurse certified in college health
nursing, and the health educator and a
staff nurse at Health Services on campus.
I am the chairperson of the Coalition
for Clean Air Murray, and the chairper·
son of the Coalition for Alcohol Risk
Education. Both of these coalitions have
members from the campus and community.
I have several points that I would like
to clarify.
Channel 6 news reporter Garren
Thomas interviewed me Feb. 20 about
the Coalition for Clean Air Murray and
tobacco. No questions were asked about
alcohol or other drugs.
I never used the word "banned" during the interview - that was his word.
While 1 would certainly like for people
who smoke to quit for their health's sake,
I am more concerned about those who
are exposed to the harmful effects of
secondhand smoke.
Efforts 't o move secondhand smoke
away from campus building entrances
and ventilation systems and out of
places where the public gathers are an
attempt to make the community a
healthier place for everyone.
Yes, it is an outdoor area. but harmful
particulate is brought inside through the
entrances and those who don't want to
be exposed must hold their breath to get
through the smokers. Workers in the
restaurant and bar industry who are
exposed to secondhand smoke inhale the
equivalent of smoking one and a half to
two packs of cigarettes a day.
The
Environmental
Protection
Agency classifies secondhand smoke as
a Group A carcinogen, meaning it is a
substance known to cause cancer in
humans for which there is no safe level
of exposure.
Opponents of smoke-free indoor air
ordinances have claimed that enacting
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smoke-free indoor air ordinances will
harm restaurant and bar revenues. However, studies done by the Centers for
Disease Control and other agencies have
disputed this. I have a long list of references too lengthy to cite here. Feel free
to contact me for this information.
Tobacco is the No. I legal cash crop in
K;entucky. Tobacco is rated No. 15 in
revenue among all agricultural products
in the United States (USDA). Yet, if
every person in the Commonwealth
stopped smoking tomorrow, it would
have less than a 2 percent negative
impact on the burley market.
Kentuckians only consume 2 percent
of all tobacco grown in the state.
William D. Hacker, a physician, FAAP
and CPE Commissioner has said "The
use of tobacco, the chronic diseases
related to its use is killing our family
members, friends and neighbors; over
8,000 Kentuckians die annually from
tobacco-related illnesses."
And, "The burden of treating · smok·
ing-related illnesses is borne by all The
total smoking-attributable medical
expenditures in Kentucky are approximately $1.2 billion annually; in excess of
$300 for each of the more than four million people living in our Common·
wealth."
Possession and consumption of alcohol on campus is not allowed under University policy. The Coalition for Alco-

hoi Risk Education has been working
very hard for many years to improve
alcohol education on campus and reduce
the risks associated with alcohol use.
People don't always make good deci·
sions - knowledge does not necessarily
change behavior. The majority of stu·
dents who use alcohol do so in a legal,
responsible manner.
The most important thing to work on
- short-term or long-term disease prevention? I think it's important to work
on both.
Lifestyle choices cause the majority of
disease and death in the United States.
Seven out of 10 Americans who die each
year die of a preventable chronic disease
such as heart disease, diabetes and many
forms of cancer. Tobacco-related illnesses are the leading cause of death and
kill 435,000 people each year, according
to the office of the surgeon general.
I appreciate the opportunity to share
my views and concerns with the campus
and community at-large. If anyone wishes to work on any of the issues mentioned in this letter, please do not hesi·
tate to contact me.
The next meeting of the Coalition for
Clean Air Murray is 7 p.m. March 27 in
the Murray School Board Office conference room at 208 S. 13th St. The Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education will
meet at 7:30 a.m. March 28 at the Curris
Center.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Alexander's comments show
personal, political bias
I read, with disappointment, the
response from former University
President Kern Alexander to the
Finance and Administration Cabi·
net's review of cost overruns at
Murray State's new science com·
plex.
The former president's comments tell as much by what is omitted as by what he chose to include.
Never does he disagree with the
Cabinet's fmdings, never does he
suggest ways to ensure that future
contracts will stay within legisla·
tive appropriations, never does he
encourage more active and positive
communication with others.
Rather, Alexander's disparaging
comments are designed as personal
assaults, which do nothing to
improve conditions at Murray
State.
By repeating his damaging
rhetoric of last year, Alexander has
confiiDled his obsession with making his management of this construction project a personal issue.
I believe this approach is a great
disservice to the Murray State com·
munity. The students of Murray
State, as well as the citizens of the
Commonwealth, deserve better.
His comments are in sharp contrast to the professional and cooperative tone of relations between
the Cabinet and the current admin·
istration at Murray State.
I commen~ University President
Randy Dunn and his staff for taking
these matters seriously and for
working with the legislature to
guarantee compliance with laws

and regulations in the future.
The best objectives for Murray
State and the cause of higher edu·
cation in Kentucky will be
advanced, not by contentious personal attacks, but by fulfilling the
highest standards of accountability
and fiScal management, openly
communicating on financial matters
and collaboratively and respectfully
working together.
John R Farris
Secretary of Finance
and Administration Cabinet

HPV vaccine may not be as
necessary as some think
Woe to Kentucky families, the
vaccine just mandated was tested
on a short-term basis by only 1.500
girls.
In the news today, the FDA is
opening an inquiry into cough
syrups that were under-studied
during approval, and now the CDC
reports more than 1,000 children
were harmed in 2006.
A CNBC report revealed Merck,
this HPV vaccine manufacturer was
found guilty of concealing a heart
attack by Vioxx approval.
It took a court has to find many
were injured, and now, this fast·
track Merck product, approved in
six months, is being forced on
young girls by legislators. Do you
know what industry has the most
lobbyists? Pharmaceutical.
This is a multi-billion dollar
product for Merck. Come on par·
ents - don't offer your daughters up
to medical science especially when
you child has only a .00723 percent

to jim ...
St. Jude patient puts
life in perspective
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chance of contracting the HPV cer·
vical cancer.
Get your calculators - that's
11,000 cases out of 150 million
women? Don't fall for the inflated
HPV statistics. There are only four
HPV types of of 100 addressed by
the vaccine and a 73 percent cure
rate for the cancer cases. Know the
facts.
Save your girl's immune systems
from unintended alterations that
99.99 percent of women will derive
no benefit from - but from which
Merck will derive 100 percent of
the financial benefit.
Doreen Carlson
Nonstudent
Goshen, Ky.

Uberal arts degree does not
prepare all for real w orld
Apparently, the humanities are
no longer the bedrock of a liberal
arts education at Murray State. The
academic council spoke loud and
clear when it decided to make the
university studies requirements
retention-oriented rather than providing students with a firm foundation for understanding the world.
1 am reminded of Santayana's
comment that people who do not
study history are doomed to repeat
it. First, we got rid of the humanities 201 requirement; now we are
going to cover the entire Western
tradition in a semester civilization
course - public Ivy League, you
say?
Well excuse me, Gary Brockway,
if I am not excited about you
cheapening a baccalaureate degree

from Murray State, my ticket to
success in the real world.
The real reason we are making
these changes to the curriculum is
not to better prepare students for
life after graduation; rather the pur·
pose of these changes is retention.
Many ill-prepared incoming freshmen struggle in classes like civilizations and end up not making it past
their fJISt year. What is the remedy? Let them take public speaking
instead of CIV 101 and HUM 211;
after all, any one can make a B or C
in that
Brockway commented on these
general studies courses preparing
students for life while courses in
one's major prepare the student for
work.
I can accept this assertion; however, what is wrong with giving stu·
dents tools they can use for life?
The humanities and surveys of
Western tradition must remain the
foundation of a liberal arts education, which Murray State purports
to prove.
Maybe the council should spend
some time in Socratic self-reflection contemplating the kinds of stu·
dent, they are hoping to mold.
In conclusion, instead of chal·
lenging students to achieve, we are
lowering our expectations and
thereby failing those who will come
to call Murray State their alma
mater. This is the message of our
esteemed council. This is the
wrong message and I cannot support it.
Tyler Parrott
Senior
Paducah, Ky.

Every spring, Murray
State participates in
"Up 'Til Dawn," a philanthropic event to
raise money for St.
Jude
Children's
Research Hospital.
Though I've always
attended the event to
visit friends or partici·
pate in the late-night
activities, this is the
first I'm writing letters
L-----~ to friends and family,
Jim
encouraging them to
Burch
donate.
The philanthropic
chairman for my fraternity handed two
large packets to me last week, containing
100 letters and envelopes to fill out and
label
The workload seemed intimidating at
first. Labeling 100 letters and envelopes
takes a lot longer than you would think. I
thought I may have taken on more than I
could handle.
I cracked open the first page of my
hometown church directory, an excellent
resource for such an occasion, and started pillaging through the letters, one by
one.
Forty-five addresses and a few hours
later. my hand needed a break. I set my
pen down and rested my head against the
table.
I looked down at the orange and white
paper and realized I was so busy filling
these things out, I never actually stopped
to read one.
"No child is ever turned away because
his or her family can't afford the life-saving care at St. Jude," it read.
·
That was something I never knew
before. I was impressed by the brief statistic and continued scanning across the
letter.
The picture of a young boy in the upper
left-hand corner caught my attention. I
assumed the boy was a patient at St. Jude
and I started to read the proflle below his
picture.
His name is Peter. He is 2 year old who
suffers from pineoblastoma, a fast-growing brain cancer than originates from
germ cells.
Doctors removed a five-centimeter
tumor from Peter's head and he is now
undergoing chemotherapy to eliminate
the remaining cancer.
The profile says that Peter's favorite
things are motorcycles and trucks.
I wanted to know .s o much more about
Peter. Does he have any siblings? Where
is he from? Where do his parents take him
for fun?
Is he aware of his condition, or, at his
age, does he believe he makes frequent
trips to the hospital to grow stronger,like
spinach and Popeye?
When Peter's parents tuck him into bed
at night, do they smile toward the peaceful slumber of their baby boy or do they
cry because they are afraid they won't be
able to tuck him in again?
I thought about Peter's life, his past, his
future, his dreams, his fears. I thought
about Peter's life and began pondering
about my own.
When I wake up in the morning, I hit
the snooze button on my alarm clock
because I'm too tired to start my day.
When Peter wakes up in the morning,
he undergoes radiation treatments that
slowly attempt to kill the poisonous cancer in his body.
When I have a test approaching, 1 drag
my feet to the library, wishing my obligations could disappear.
Peter goes to the zoo, the museum, the
park, and savors every moment of the
earth as though it won't be there tomor- •
row.
When I look in the mirror, I sec my hair
starting to thin or a pimple on my cheek.
When Peter touches the top of his head,
he can feel the scar from when the doc·
tors removed his tumor.
I'm not suggesting that Peter is fully
conscious of the fragility of his life, but
what Peter doesn't know, his parents certainly do.
Aside from the joy and grace of having
Peter in their life, comes pain and sorrow
to carry such a heavy burden on their
shoulders.
The cancer, the surgery, the treatments. the medicine, the hospital bills
upon bills.
Then, I remembered why I was writing
those letters in the first place.
Remember when I asked if Peter's par·
ents smile or cry when they tuck him in?
I think it's neither. They hold their son
close, thanking God for every single
moment he's given them with Peter.

Jim Burch is the weekly opinion columnist
for The Murray State News. He can be
reached at james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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NCAA Rifle Championships

~acers pr~p for
I

~arab Tinsley

"I feel like if we go into the
championships playing like
we've been playing, then we'll
come out ahead."
- Morgan Hicks

Contributing writer
I

I
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The rifle team wiU brave the cold
Fairbanks, Alaska, as the athletes
head co the NCAA tournament for
fue 27th time.
J Though they got off to a rocky
start in the fall semester, losing to
competitors like Tennessee~Martin
and Alaska-Fairbanks, the team
came back after winter break with
new fire.
"I think they just realized that they
bad to step it up," Head Coach Morgan Hicks sald. "Our very first match
back was against Tennessee Tech
and that's been our best one so far."
During that match, Murray State
shot a season-high 4,640 out of a
possible 4,800, ousting second-place
Tennessee Tech by 48 points at the

b

Rifle Head Coach
Newkirk Invitational and placing
first out of five teams. The Racers
also fired an invitational-best 2,358
out of 2,400 in air rifle during the
invitational.
The Racers have been victorious
over Ohio Valley Conference oppo·
nents Morehead State and Austin
Peay, placing first and second in
their respective matches.
They also took first place in the
Roger Withrow Invitational, which

northern exposure

they hosted.
There are some teams, though,
that have given the team some trouble.
In previous meetings, the Racers
suffered losses against Alaska-Fairbanks and ]acksonviUe State.
Though rival Jacksonville State
has been a tough competitor for the
Racers, Hicks said her team has what
it takes to pull ahead of them in the
championship. Hicks said the team
will face two big opponents during
the championship - Alaska-Fairbanks and the U.S. Military Academy.
"I feel like if we go into the championships playing like we've been
playing, then we'll come out ahead,"
she said.
The Racers have had strong competitors in senior Brandy Boucherie,

junior Cameron Hicks and sophomore Bryant W allizer, all whom
have beaten personal bests this season.
Coach Hicks also looks for sophomore Kevin Witbrodt and junior
Dan Belluzzo to continue to gain
better scores, as they have during
recent matches.
"Cameron always shoots well and
I've come to expect a lot out of W allizer too," she said. "And Kevin and
Dan have really been stepping it up
lately so I expect them to do really
well for us in Alaska."
The Racers are in Fairbanks, Alaska, now and will compete in the
NCAA Rifle Championships today
and Saturday at the Patty Center at
the University of Alaska-Fairbanks.
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at
sarah.tinsley@murraystate.edu.

Rodeo team opens spring season
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
All his life, Matt Boyers has been told
he's too small. Too small to be a rodeo
cowl:ioy. too small to ride bulls.
But when the Murray State rodeo
team opens its spring season this weekend in Meridian, Miss., Boyers will
enter his senior season ranked sixth in
bullriding in the Ozark Region.
"I'm a small guy, I'm a little guy,"
Boyers said. "All my life, people have
told me, 'You're too little, you'll never
be able to do this, that and the other.'
I've proved them all wrong."
Boyers, a native of Poplar Bluff. Mo..
serves as president of the Murray State
Rodeo Club. Because the rodeo team
falls outside of the Murray State athlet·
ics umbrella, the club exists to raise
money and lend support to the team.
Boyers has been involved in rodeo
since be was a kid and began riding
bulls in his teenage years. While his
sport of choice is admittedly dangerous, Boyers says he has learned to contain his fears and channel them into
keeping himself safe.
"There's always fear, being afraid,
being nervous, but it's all how you control your mindset," he said. "When
you've done it for a long time. you've
just got the ability to kind of suppress
fear I guess. If you're not afraid, there's
something wrong with you. Being
scared just keeps you aware of the danger and in the long run keeps you from
getting hurt."
For Boyers and the majority of his
teammates, rodeo is more than just a
sport. It is how they've been raised, a
way of life, a culture that runs deep
within their families.
• "We do have a few people that come
here that are interested in getting
involved with rodeo who haven't had
any previous experience, but primarily
they've been exposed to rodeo through
their families and through the junior
rodeo," head coach J.D. Van Hooser
said.
photo5 by Jonathan Burris!The N~ws

Brandon Raosdale, junior from Louisville. Ky.,
wrestles a steer In practice Tuesday. The
team beoins its sprino season this weekend.

Sophomore barrel racer Alaina Boyd
is a prime example of the family tradition that drives the sport. Boyd's family
operates the West Kentucky Quarter
Horse Sale each year. and Boyd's broth·
er trains horses for roping and barrel
racing.
"From the minute I could walk, 1 was
pretty much put on a pony," Boyd, a
Princeton, Ky., native said. "Mom and
Dad did a lot of horse shows and my
brother went from riding horses to riding bulls to calf roping."
Boyd enters the spring season ranked
ninth in the region in barrel racing.
The rodeo team is made up of both a
men's and women's team, which compete as separate entities. The women's
team is ranked fourth in the Ozark
Region and 19th nationally. The men
come into the season ranked eighth in
the region.
The team has several members
ranked in the National Intercollegiate
Rodeo Association national rankings.
Senior Amanda Stigall leads the region
in goat tying and ranks second nationally.
On the men's side, team ropers Ben
Ray and Evin Burke rank third in the
region and 15th and 16th respectively in
the NIRA standings.
Van Hooser said he believes his
teams are within striking distance of
the national college finals this year. The

top two teams from each region make it
to the fmals, held this summer in
Wyoming.
Boyers said be he is excited about the
team's prospects for the upcoming season.
"Last fall, we had a mediocre kind of
season," he said. "This spring, we're
hoping to come back strong. Everybody's been doing real good in practice.
We've got a lot of preparation in and
everything looks good."
This weekend's rodeo, hosted by
Mississippi State University, marks the
first competition for the team since
Murray State hosted the final rodeo of
the fall season in November. This
weekend's event runs from Thursday
through Saturday.
"That first rodeo (after the break) is
kind of dusting the cobwebs off." Boyers said. "Everyone gets out there and
they try to get the bugs worked out.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
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TV Events

Murray State Events

Saturday: CBS @ 5 p.m.

Sunday: ESPN @ noon

Fri.-Sat.: Rifle @ TBA

Friday: Baseball @ 2 p.m.

College Basketball
Pac lO Championship

College Basketball
ACC Championship

Fairbanks, Alaska
NCAA Rifle Championships

Reagan Field
Murray State vs. South Dakota State

Sunday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.

Sunday: CBS @ 5 p.m.

Saturday: M Tennis @ noon

Sunday: M Golf@ TBA

College Basketball
NCAA Selection Show

Birmingham, Ala.
Murray State at Samford

Birmingham, Ala.
Samford Intercollegiate

College Basketball
Big 10 Championship
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Tourney time:
March offers
suspense
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OVC OMEN'S TOURNAMENT
Racers lose to SEMO, miss title by 2 points

, If the month of March were a woman,
I'd marry her.
AutumaBoaz
You just can't go wrong with March. Assistant Sports Editor
. Warmer weather, a birthday for yours
truly, Spring Break, baseball in the air and
After standout senior Joi Scott
most importantly, March Madness.
suffered a season-ending knee
The NCAA Tourinjury in the Racers' last home
nament is, hands
game of the season, many people
dOWn, the most excitdoubted the women's basketball
irli sporting event of
team would even make it past the
the year, so I decided
first round of the Ohio Valley Conto ' use my column
ference Tournament.
this week as a guide
Those people were wrong.
tQ the teams 1 think
While fans waited to see which
i{e capable of makplayer would fill Scott's shoes, the
)i,g some noise in this
No. 2-seeded Racers decided no
year's tournament.
one would. Instead, they all did.
So take note - you
"Nobody gave us a shot without
just might find this
Joi Scott, especially against 6'2",
year's George Mason
6'2", 6'3", 6'4" (players), and our
right here in The
kids went and got it done," Head
~Murray State News.
Coach Joi Felton said after the RacThe best of the
ers secured a first-round win
Sports Editor
best:
against Eastern Kentucky Feb. 27.
Ohio State: March is aU about momenWith miniature 32s scribbled on
:tUm, and if anyone has momentum right
the sides of their shoes in honor of
. now, it's the Buckeyes. Ohio State hasn't Scott, the team made it to the OVC
-Lost a game in more than two months championship game in Nashville,
January 9, to be precise. They've gone a Tenn., after sliding past Eastern
startling 15-1 in Big 10 play, with their only Kentucky 68-66 and the University
loss coming to Wisconsin. Want another of Tennessee Martin 66-65 in the
reason? Greg Oden. Not many teams have semifinals of the tournament.
, a big man that can match up with Oden.
The Racers used Scott's m.isfor~
UCLA: Arron Afflalo and the Bruins tune to their advantage, turning
came tantalizingly close to winning it all
each of the five individuals on the
last season, and they're just as strong this
court into g~to players, and leav_ year. Since January 20, UCLA has played ing the opposing team wondering
five ranked opponents and beaten them whose hands the clutch play was
all. But the Bruins have been inconsistent, going to fall into during any given
• dropping games against mediocre Stan- game.
• ford and Washington. Early season viet~
Sophomore Ashley Nichole
, ries over Kentucky and Texas A&M Hayes, who scored a combined 71
speak to the Bruins' ability to get the job points in the tournament, said her
done outside the conference.
responsibilities changed slightly.
Georgetown: This is just a good .s tory but overall she just needed an extra
and you can't help but pull for the Hoyas. boost.
The once-proud basketball program had
"My role changed some," Hayes
been mired in mediocrity for the better said after the championship game.
part of the last decade. But no longer. "(My role) probably got greater. I
Third-year head coach John Thompson would do the same things I'm doing
.m, son of legendary Georgetown OQ$Ch now, but I had to be more aggresJohn Thompson. has the Hoyas back atop sive. At flrst I wasn't as aggressive
the Big East and very much in the hunt for
as I am now, but I've got it all in me
the national title.
and 1 know I can do it."
, . The dark hones:
Hayes scored 23 points in the
-:• . l.leq~phli: The Tigers~have quietly put
team's championship game against
. t9gether their finest season in recent No. 1-seeded Southeast Missouri
memory down in the Bluff City, going 27- State, but the Racers were unable to
3 and a staggering 16-0 in Conference · secure the win despite fighting back
USA. The knock against Memphis is its from a 16-point deficit.
weak conference. But the Tigers are so
With 16.7 seconds left in regulaathletic, it's scary, and they're tired of tion, senior Erica Gordian who was
: being overlooked by the national media.
previously 0 for 11 from the 3-point
Memphis hasn't lost a game in 2007, its line during the tournament, tied the
last loss coming on December 20 at Ari- game 60-60 with her only succee~s
zona. Don't be surprised at all if the
ful 3-point attempt.
Tigers are still dancing at the Final Four.
SEMO went ahead 62-60 on their
Nevada: Ever heard of Nick Fazekas? If next possession, leaving only six
. pot, you will. The Wolfpack bas dominat- seconds on the clock.
ed the WAC this season and it's mostly
Sophomore Amber Guffey, who
pecausc ofFazekas. Averaging 20.9 points had 19 points in the contest, took
per game and ll.3 rebounds, there's no the last shot of the game, but her
telling how far Fazekas can take this attempt rimmed out, giving the
team. Nevada is a long shot for the title,
Redhawks the tw~point win and
but it will be a tough out for any team, as
the conference title.
•proven by its impressive out-of-confer"I thought it was a hard~fought
ence resume, which includes wins over game," Felton said. "Southeast Misthe likes of Oregon State, California and souri did a great job, and we knew it
,Gonzaga.
would be a battle. Our team was
• •Does the sUpper fit?
ready. We felt like, coming out, we
Vermont: The Catamounts still have to
missed some shots early. We kind
t~inch a bid by winning the America East
of got down some, even at one point
Conference Championship Saturday, but (we were) down by 16. But the one
•w;hen they do, watch out. The scary thing thing about our team is that they've
about Vermont is their tournament expe- got a fighting spirit and they never
rience. Before missing last year's tourney, gave up."
the Catamounts had been to three conDuring the tournament's three
•secutive dances - and pulled off a flrst- games, Hayes and Guffey scored 71
_round upset in 2005. Adding to Vermon- points each, junior Alaina Lee had
t's impressive resume is an early season , 30 and junior Shaleea Petty had 22.
'n-63 drubbing of then-No. 14 Boston ColHayes and Guffey were named to
lege.
the All-OVC Tournament Team
Davidson: Stephen Curry, a native of after the championship game.
Charlotte, N.C., grew up dreaming of
After being spectators at last seaplaying on Tobacco Road, but was
snubbed by the big-time ACC schools and
ended up playing at Davidson in the
Southern Conference, where he's turned
·the Wildcats into a juggernaut. Behind
Curry, Davidson has amassed a 29-4
record this season and a 17~1 mark in conference play. We could be in store for one
of the more intriguing storylines of the
Dance if Davidson gets a shot at North
Carolina or Duke.

photos by flaant> Kfght/The Nt•ws

Sophomore Ashley N. Hayes was named to the OVC All-Tournament team after scorlno acombined 71 points durinQ the tournament
son's OVC tournament, Felton said
her team made a huge leap this season in order to get to the final game
of the tournament. She said the loss
would serve as motivation.
"The one thing about the off-season that I'm excited about is that
I'm not going to have to motivate
my players," Felton said after the
loss to SEMO. "Being in that locker
room and feeling the way they felt
after this game is going to serve as
motivation when they come back to
school in the fall and go through
our pre-season workouts. They
know now exactly what they are
fighting.for."
Despite being eliminated from
the NCAA tournament, the Racers'
season may not be over yet.
According to the Women's National Invitational Tournament Web
site, "thirty-one spots will he filled
with one team per conference. That
team will be the highest-finishing
team in the conference's regular
season standings that does not
advance to the NCAA Tournament.
As in the past, the team's record
must be at or above .500."
Murray State fmished second in
the conference with a 21-9 record.
Official bids will be announced
Monday.
Autumn Booz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
.thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

Junior Alalna Lee leaps above the SEMO defense In the championship oame Saturday.

New & Used Compact Discs
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Bud&et &: designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPfOMETRISI'

Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget - Custom Installation
A/WA-PI£

~ ·~'*"~
Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut Sl . • Nex1 Door to Wendy·s
Hours. Monday - Saturday, 10 a m. - 6 p .m.
PhOne : 753.0113

tfhe Wild Raspberry
•

416 M~in Downtown r!ourt Squc:m?
153-0859
wtl&trasp@murray~ky net

South of~he (Jorder ]iesta
Weekenc.l ~etreat

feegi.;;tratlon Decuilline

. . Apri/2. 2001
Hazel !Japtist Church Dfe Center 753-0859 to register
April 20th - 22nd 2001
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Spring break
offers more
than beaches

'Breds record.
2nd win with
comeback in 9th

•

I
I

I

AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
After losing 19·1 against
No. 25 University of EV'ansville Tuesday afternoon
and only collecting one win
since the beginning of the
season, the Thoroughbreds
needed a boost.
They got ' that boost
against Southern Illinois
University Wednesday, but
it didn't come easily. The
'Breds had to walt until the
bottom of the ninth inning
to claim the 9·8 win against
Southern Illinois, which
gave the team its second
win of the season and a
much-needed dose of confidence.
After being outscored 33S in its last two outings
combined, senior catcher
Jason Payton said the win
helped redirect the team's
attitude.
"The (win) was unbelievable, especially with some
of the rough luck we've
had, basically the last two
games," Payton said after
Wednesday's game. "Just to
see everybody stay in the
game and to come out with
a win was perfeQb especially going into the weekend.
(The win) builds our confi·
dence."
In Tuesday's
game
against EvansviUc, the
'Breds fell behind 6-0. in the.
fourth inning and were
held scoreless until freshman left fielder Chad Allen
hit a double in the bottom
of the fifth inning.
Murray State was only
able to muster one run all
day. while allowing Evansville to score 13 runs in the
seventh and eighth innings
alone.
"(Tuesday) we played
about as poorly as you can
play," Head Coach Rob
• McDonald said. "We didn't
compete
very
well.
(Wednesday), I thought
from the start, we were
good, but when they took a
lead we fought back. We
really competed well all
day."
VVednesday the 'Breds
jumped out to a 1·0 lead in

the first inning after a home
run by senior outfielder
Tyler Pittman.
The team held the 1-0
lead until the Salukis
scored 3 runs in the top of
• the sixth inning, advancing
the score to 3·1, Southern
Illinois.
The 'Breds struck back
with two runs in the bot·
tom of the sixth to tie the
game at three a piece.
By the end of the eighth
inning the 'Breds added
four runs, while the Salukis
tallied two runs, bringing
the score to 7-S in favor of
Murray State going into the
ninth.
With the win only three
c outs away. the Salukis kept
the game alive'in the top of
the ninth, scoring three
runs to advance the score
to 8-7. and forcing the
'Breds into the bottom of
the ninth down one run.
With two runners on
base, Payton stepped up to
the plate to hit a double
down the left field line,
scoring two runs and giving
the Racers hard-fought 9-8
victory.
Senior infielder Tyler
Owen said the late-inning
victory put the team in a
tense situation, but the out·
come was well worth the
wait
"Obviously any win is
nice, but it would have
been nice to win in the top
of the ninth, (winning in

photos by EJaine Kight/The News

The 'Breds celebrate after scorino four runs In the elqhth lnillno en route to a 9·8 win aoainst SIU.
the bottom of the ninth)
definitely made things
more nerve racking," Owen
said. "But any win is a good
win. It felt good to win."
The 'Breds have three
more home games against
South Dakota State before ,
they travel to Arkansas
State Wednesday.
The feam's first game
against South Dakota State
is at 2 p.m. Friday. The
'Brcds will play a doubleheader .jlt noon Saturday.
Autumn Boaz can be
reached at autumn.boaz@
murraystate.edu.

,

Senior James Aiken prepares to make a play In the Infield.

For most college students, spring break
is a time to catch some rays, a buzz and a
glimpse of the opposite sex, but many of
the popular destinations offer unique
fishing opportunities.
Places along the ,-------'-;.,
coast of Florida and
the Gulf shore pre·
sent a variety of
fishing expeditions.
Depending on your
budget and species
of choice, a trip can
be easily arranged.
After all, it is diffi.
cult for a diehard
angler to be around
so much water and
not wet a line.
Steve
A basic but fun
approach to saltwaMiller
ter fishing is off the Outdoor columnist
beach or pier. It is
certainly the cheapest.
It doesn't require a boat or the hiring of
a guide. Simply pack a ravel rod in your
suitcase and hit the local bait shop for the
rest of the tackle you will need. It w6n't
be much, but a few necessities will be
needed.
A standard bottom rig will probably be
the best tactic for the beach and piers. A
heavy egg sinker tied above a swivel that
is connected to about three feet of heavy
leader material is the standard set-up.
Attach a live shrimp, crab or pinfish to the
hook, and you are in business. Cut baits
heavy in scent and oils, such as frozen
shrimp, squid or ballyhoo, will also work.
Expect to catch a variety of fish, such as
small groupers and snappers, Spanish
mackerel, barracudas, small sharks and
jacks. It is a welcome change of pace ftom
the freshwater fish of Kentucky.
Those serious about catching some of
the world's feistiest game ftsh need to be
out on the flats. Tarpon, bonefish, permit,
snook and redfish are some of the ocean's
most sought-after treasure.
Hiring a guide will be the best bet
because these fish are notoriously hard to
fmd and get close to. It is more like hunting as you seek out the fish before you
even make a cast.
,
If you are lucky enough to place a wellcast bait at one of these fish, chances are
you are in for a battle you won't forget.
Guides will provide the bait and high
quality tackle needed to catch these powerful fighters.
For the more adventurous angler, offshore fishing is sure to feed that need.
Along the east coast of Florida flows the
Gulf Stream.
The Gulf Stream is like a river in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean, which
migratory ftsh use as a highway to travel
up and down the east coast.
•
To fish out here, you need a big boat,
big rods and reels and big muscles to
combat some of the fish you may
encounter. Tuna, sailfish, dorado, wahoo,
and the occasional marlin are common
catches.
Some words of caution though. anyone
prone to seasickness may want to sit this
one out, or load up on Dramamine at the
drug store before going.
It's no fun paying a lot of money to
throw up all day and watch other people
wind in your fJSh.
A fishing trip can be relaxing ·and
adventurous for those who get tired of
lying on the beach all day staring at the
water.
There are opportunities to suit any
budget, group size, and skill level. The
best advice I can give is to stop at a local
tackle shop and ask what has been going
on. They should be able to put you on
some ftsb. And if not, at least you are still
getting a tan while you are casting.
Whether you are going far or staying in
Murray, remember to practice safe boating procedures.
We were reminded this weekend of
how dangerous lakes can be when the
body o£ one angler was found and the
search continues for his friend. They
were on South Kentucky Lake when the
winds increased to 35 mph.
This sad story illustrates how unpredictable spring weather can be. Be safe
and good luck.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

EtlllMUINI
PNRliiiRY

One· and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Men's fOif takes 3nl at

R~CEt. lEIN . .
Women fmish 8th in Lady RaCer Classic Mirum of Obi" slips
past Murray State

For its fourth consecutive
toUIIWDellt, tbe men's solf
team tumed lD a top-three

fiDilh. comiD& lD third

place
at the Grover Page Claulc lD
Jacbon. TeDD., last weekend,
but their strons &ish wam't
without Ill iroDic: twist.
Juior Matt BraDt, the cmly
Racer to lllllre the trip but DOt
compete as part of the team.
played three tdzzlln~ rowads
of aolf aDd ftnished fourth lD
tbe touraameDt's lDdividual

raDb.
BraDt shot a 'n OD Sunday
uul followecl1t up witb, 72s
Monday aDd Tuesday, shoot·
IDa a 311 tor t:1ae toumainent
cwenll.
•He p~ acepticmally
welL ancliWs earned a lpOt to
play (on tbe team) this week."
Head coach Eddie Hunt said.
"Tbat Just shows that we've
sot six or seven really strons

p)ayel'f, DOt much dift'erence
._, to bottom."
, Tb8 been were wltbout

che services of sellior leader
Mlc:hae1 Craft Monday and

Tuesday after Craft bad to
Jrithdraw after his round OD
Sunday following a death lD
tbe family.
"' tbiDk that hurt us a l1ttle
bit, but the last day they real·
ly. .lltepd up,• H~ said.
'"They knew they had to play
soocl slDce we just bad four

players.•
.Murray State entered Tu..48Ts action lD a tie for third
»>ace widl host Ten"NNeeMirdn 8IICI was abJe to best
the Skyhawb by jUS\ ODe
lliob bl the ftual rou.ncl;
JUDior Jerry Price's 74 wu
the hllbett score ofany Racer
OD Tuesday, as Murray State
wu able to keep its scores
40wD aDd it.a top-three ttreak

allve.

Sopbomore Mitchell Moore

Page

to shoot a tournameat·low 61
on Monday.
•t thought it said a lot about
Mitchell, comills back the
second round and improvial
to a 67," Hwlt said. "He really
helped our overall ICon the
second day; he was by far the
low roUDd."
Price shot a 21:/ md Nick
Griffin turned iD a 230. North
Alabama and TeDDeSSee Tech
finished first and second.
respectively.
Hunt said he is proud of the
team for its strons play lD ltl
Bnt two tournaments of the
spring season. sayma be feels
good about the team's
chaDces iD tbe collf~nce
this season.
-tt seems like every year,
we've got three or four teams
that have played reaDy well
up to this point, and I thiDt
that's who you look for u far
u havins a challce to wiD the
conference, md I thiDk wm
in that spot," he said. "!astem
Kentucky -had a really strons
fall season and Austin Peay's
played well and I think we're
in that group also."
While the men traveled last
weekend, the women stayed
home to host the NewWave
CommUDications Lady Racer
Classic at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
The tournament wu Dot
one of the women's best, u
they finished fifth out of eJsbt
teams. No Racer was able to
score below 80 in either
round of the toW'IUUileDt, held
Monday and Tuesday.
-t was disappolDted.• Head
coach Velvet Milbw•" ald. •J
mow we are I better JOlf
team than we showed the last
few days. Now what we're
solDg to have to continue to
work on is better preparatloD
md practice."
Murra,.-ae shot
tor
the tournament. jut two
strokes beblDd Jndfau State

The bqJ-Of..war match
between the. wollieita teDDis
team aDil NiiiDl (Oide) UDIven1ty eDClefl Ia a 1111amJW
de£eat for die . . . . at tbe

Paul 'RDwtoa TIIIIJIIII Oeater
lD Padacab. ltJ. saturday
aftillrDooDt liniDa the
woqaen wkh a MleOerd.
l6ml bepn plaJ by edgIDs Qllt ~ $We wilh a
two-match v1eto1y ID doubles
play,

BUt Head CoaCb Collllie
Keaslbtl saki tb1s wam't

~the JNCidl WMIOII.
""I ...U., believe It coaJd
ban pae eldler ...,,- .._
said. ""It's DOt $It oar aids
played bad."
1'bey fared well eDOU,8Ia to
pull out a wiD ID the deabJes

match.
SeDion Rac:hael uul Alma
Luk teamed up to defeat
MlaaallDthelutrouodoftbe
doublea set.
., • tbiDk it's becll•se we
bow each otber so well:
Radlae1 Lask said. "We're 10
lD IJDC· Irs Just different
beiDa fllred up wldk adler
people.•
Despite W.U. the doublet
poflit to the Ulaml fe11D.
Rachael said the double~
pahiDp are stroD8 ~ tbe
board for the 1ta1:en tbls ...

,...re

1811.

., thlak
actually
.,.u.tup nlllly well this sea-.•
..W. -J ddak we all
jUt bilJe tbt ¥If elf the

*

penoa---.
nade••·

~
Xeullq
that
tbe aperlence of ..aJOn II
importaDt to the ~

"'MMch

a"'

~

II '*r

lD 1DJ skaadon," •
.aL
-wMo
have ~._..._..
there

ft._..._ .._.._

=~....last day was obviqualy to will~~=··~~~::u·~~44
Into the top two or three the
Tommy DWard can be
Not OD1y caaW lbe doubles

fdt the toUmaiDeDt.

· :Moore reCovered from a
~Diappomdog 8nt rOUDd 80

..

the tounwnent,• Mllkm•D
said. '"We knew that would be

secoad clay IDd. we jDst dldD't
pt tile feb dcme.•

reodaecf

tllomas.dUiarcf@

murraystate.tdu.

matchet

p
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way, the~..,..._ fol.

Psst••. Want to Hear
So~nething New?
Check US CuiOnl i n e a-t WKMS.org
Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
r;f~·
(worldcafe.ora)
The World Cafe, with host David ~' serves up m edecti.c
mix of bl~ rode, world, fo~ and iltemative coun~ with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight

Fridays 11 pm to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, views and
interviews reflectins the local and national
African Amencan community.

\Ii'i"• ~"" Eil(

~ond the Edge
Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Ccmnection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with '1ocal bands" &om the Four Rivers Region.

Midnight Sun.
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for 4ilcd..m.ina~ insomniacs and.~ weekend
~Hear 1~ stars like Prank Sinatra and
new ar8sts such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.

I
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All Baseball

~ ,..,,
Solltb DakOta St.
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Country singer Scott Hisey will shoot a music video In Murray this weekend for his new
son9, 'I Don't Wanna Be Me Anymore.' Murray citizens are auditioning for roles as extras.

Singer Scott Hisey films
music video in Murray
Jim Burch
Staff writer
Stepping away from the tradition-

al country music capitol of
Nashville, Tenn., Murray will play
host to the filming of a new music
video featuring several local students.
Country musician Scott Hisey
will shoot a music video next week
in Murray for his upcoming single,
"I Don't WannaBe Me Anymore."
This is Murray's fust time in the
country music spotlight.
Brian Siddens, alumnus and lecturer for the department of journalism and mass communications, is
the owner ofTURNCON Productions, the company hired by Scott
Hisey Enterprises to fllm the video.
Siddens said be wants to incorporate Murray as much as possible in
the casting of the Hisey's music
video.
"I contacted Jimmy Hoppa at
(Froggy 103.7) and gave him the
idea about the video," Siddens said.
"It worked out perfect."
Hoppa, program director, joined

photo illustration by Jonathan Burris/The News

teams with Siddens, and Froggy
now promotes the music video and
the casting calls to find the talent
for the shoot.
Casting for the video has been
held at local spots like the Frap
House and other locations stretched
across Paducah, Ky.. and Paris,
Tenn.
Siddens said Froggy announces
the casting call every day and
encourages a broad range of people
to audition for the video.
..We're taking auditions from ages
4 or 5 to much, much older," Siddens said. "We don't want to tum
people away from casting call just
because they might not be in a specific group. We want to pick from
the largest group possible."
The winners of the casting calls
will be announced at The Big Apple
Cafe Thursday after Larry the Cable
Guy performs at the Regional Special Events Center.
The music video will film March
16 at The Big Apple, a local church
and a farmhouse.
Among these hoping to be in the
Hisey video are several Murray
State students.

Daniel Trump, senior theater
major from Paducah, Ky., said he
beard about the casting call through
the department of theater and dance
and saw the advantages of taking on
a part such as a crowd member.
"I think the biggest asset for me
will be just being seen, as far as
potentially being a good segue Into
other professional things," Trump
said. "I think it will (have) a positive effect. I think it sort of legitimizes Murray as a potential location for other artists to come, especially country artists. It shows Mur·
ray as sort of a genuine place for
this genre of music."
Those wishing to audition for the
casting calls may e-mail a picture,
name, birth date and contact information to castingcall@froggyl03.
com.
"I Don't WannaBe Me Anymore," :
music video and single, will be
·
released across TV and radio airwaves in ApriL
More information about the casting call can also be found at froggy103.com/castingcall.htm.
,

Jim Burch can be reached at james. :
burch@murraystate.edu.
:
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Fake pop singers out-score real ones
Editor in ChiefElizabeth Cawein writes the
music reviews.

courtesy of Allmoviephoto.com

Drew Barrymore plays Sophie Flsher In 'Music and lyrics,' a movie with a
soundtrack full of son9s by fake pop stars.

Most of her tracks are dance beats similar
to what you might hear from a pre-Kevin
Federline Britney Spears, and her voice is
outstanding. As for the lyrics - it might be
best if you didn't listen too closely.
Rounding out the soundtrack are just a
few tracks by "real" artists, like "Different
Sound" by TeddyBears and "Tony the
Beat" by The Sounds. But who cares
about them when you can listen to Hugh
Grant crooning lines like 41Figuring out
you and me is like doing a love autopsy!I'hey could operate all day long and
never fJgUre out what went wrong"?
Even ifyou don't want to spend $4.50 at
the Cheri to see this or shell out $13 on
the soundtrack. at least check out musicandlyrics.wamerbros.com to listen to
the songs, and YouTube for the "Pop!
Goes My Heart" music video. I've never
.s een a Hugh Grant movie I didn't like, but
even I'm ready to write him a letter and
suggest he consider a crossover career.
Hugh Grant + 1980s hair + pelvic thrust·
ing +good pop beats • gold and silver, my
friend. Gold and silver.

"Pop! Goes My Heart" was Pop's
biggest hit during the band's heyday. The
movie opens with the music video for the
song. which is dead-on for the era..
The song is frighteningly catchy, par·
ticularly since you can't help but suspect
that writers were trying to make it silly
and over the top. It's also solid proof that
Hugh Grant is not a bad singer, a point he
continues to prove throughout the rest of
his songs on the soundtrack.
The strongest tracks on the album (the
aforementioned "Pop! Goes My Heart."
"Meaningless Kiss" and "Dance With Me
T onight") come from Pop, with Just one
exception. The standout song, the reason
to buy the soundtrack and probably to see
the movie, .is ·way Back Into Love ... In
the film, the lyrics are penned by Barry·
more's character, the music by Grant.
There are two versions of the song on
the soundtrack. the demo - on which Barrymore sings the female portion of the
duet - and the flnal version - on which
Grant sings with Haley Bennett, who
plays pop sensation Cora in the movie.
Personally, 1 prefer the demo version. It
has chemistry, a hint of nervous trepidation on the part of Barrymore, excitement
and romance.
Grant also performs the bumblingly
charming "Don't Write Me Off," which
features the priceless lyric, "I haven't felt
like this since before Frankie said 'relax.'"
Bennett, his duet partner, known in the
ftlm as Cora, makes a few other appearances on the album, with songs like "Buddha's Delight" and "Entering Bootytown."

I've bad a song stuck in my head all
week. and it isn't even real.
Well, I suppose that's not exactly trueit does have music and lyrics, a singer and
a band do perform it and you can listen to
it on a CD.
But you won't fmd this band on tour or
making appearances on any Top-of-thePops·esque shows touting its latest
album, because - the band doesn't exist
The band, called Pop, is the fictional
foursome in Hugh Grant and Drew Barrymore's box office smash "Music and
Lyrics." Bearing striking resemblance to
Wham!, the band's frontmen achieved
George Michael-level stardom.
Alex Fletcher (Grant) was the band's
principle songwriter. Needless to say,
he's gone the way of Andrew Ridgely, and
at the movie's outset is considering a
celeb-reality boxing show as a possible
positive career move.
But this isn't a movie review, so I'll
save you the plot synopsis - long story
short, the ftlm is about Grant and Barrymore and their magical songwriting
skills. Thus. we get a soundtrack stocked
with hits by fictional pop stars. And I'm
not sure whether this speaks highly of the
movie or poorly for the pop industry, but
these are some of the best tracks I've had
the pleasure of hearing in a long time.

))f)

----

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't both·
er paying for lt.
Two notes: a decent record, try before you
buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Students find little value in documentary about Christ's tomb
jesus was also among the discoveries, painting a very different historical picture of the life ofJesus.
Much like the national critics, the
University community has been
skeptical about the documentary.
Kit Wesler, professor of geosciences, said though he hasn't
watched the documentary, he has
seen the news coverage it sparked.
From this exposure, Wesler said
anyone who views the documentary
should approach it with a grain of
salt.
..Archeology is based on context,'"
Wesler said. "Wcheologists) have
to know exactly where (artifacts)
came from. We have to know exactly where they've been."
Wesler said one of the most Qis;:
crediting elements of the documentary's case stems from the previous

PhilUp Dishon
Staff writer
James Cameron's film "Titanic"
captured audience's hearts and a
slew of Academy Awards in 1997.
Ten years later, his most recent project has attracted nothing but skepti·
cism and disbelief.
"The Lost Tomb of jesus," a Disco very
Channe l
documentary
Cameron produced, premiered last
weekend amid criticism from both
religious scholars and archeologists.
According to Oiscoverychannel.
com, the filmmakers claim to have
unear thed a burial chamber in
Jerusalem that contains the lime~ stone ossuaries of Jesus Christ, Mary
, Magdalene and other biblical figures .
: An ossuary labeled as the .!\OR of

excavation and exploration of the
tomb in the 1980s. Considering that
some of the film's evidence comes
from other sources outside of the
tomb, Wesler said the 61mmaker's
message seems less credible.
"There are ... reasons which have
to do with archeological data and
(Biblical) data," Wesler said.
Wesler said these two types of
data represent fundamentally different kinds of information making it
extremely difficult for archeologists
to find connections between findings
and scripture.
Mark Randall, campus pastor for
Christ Ambassadors, said although
he hasn't seen the documentary, he
doesn't believe it represents any sigDiflcant revelation for Christiaoity.
"There are no reputable archeologists that agree with (these findings)

over in Jerusalem," Randall said. "I
think (the mmmakers are) trying to
make a buck."
Randall said these archeological
findings didn't have a great impact
when they were originally excavated
nearly 7:7 years ago. When the tomb
was first excavated, Randall said it
was dismissed because the names of
Jesus and Mary were common during the time period of Christ.
"Nobody thought it was a significant fmd then, and it's not a significant find now," Randall said. "This is
not a new discovery. They found this
(tomb) many years ago."
Even though he said he believes
this documentary is predominantly
false, Randall said it still verifies the
dominaDt intuelt that many bave iD
the life and story of Jesus Christ
In spite of the negative attention

the documentary has received, Eric
Hovis, junior from Madisonville, Ky.,
said he would still watch the fllm
because of Cameron's track record
for sticking to facts and details.
"(James Cameron) is a little bit of
a perfectionist," Hovis said. "He
seems to pay a lot of attention to
detail on everything he undertakes."
Hovis said be believes this attention to detail in Cameron's fictional
films like "Terminator" and his
docu-drama "Titanic" would proba·
bly be evident in "The Lost Tomb of
Jesus." Regardless of what the message of the film is, Hovis said he'd be
open to watching it.
"Hearing that (Cameron) was
behind it makes me ... want to see it,"
HO¥ia said.
Phillip Dishon can be reached at
phillip.dishon@murraystate.edu.
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LARGEST RESALE clothing store in the
Mid-South. Men, Women & 0\ildrm...S..ve up to 90%. All clean, orpnized by sin, Vinuge to current faSh.
ions. The Am'Wet' :u1 Molin St~t kntoo. kY, 270.S27·1078 ~n 6 cbys
1()..5.

SUDOKU
Easy

Travel with STS to this ye;ar's top 10
Spring Brt>alc desti~lions! Best duls

• guaranteed! Hi~t rep commissions.
; Call 1-BOO·MB-4849 or
visit

;

To play. Complete the grid so that every
rr!N, column and fNerY 3 x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math Involved, just use logic to solve.

www.sts\rim:I.~!Hn·

Great group dis-

• counts.

NYSE comp.my ~king outgoing indi·
viduals to till sales & INI!olgt'rMnt
po&itions. If you're intm!'Sted in woric·
lng Part.Time or Full-Time, work
around cl.lss &chedule, & graduate
with more than (~I food on yow
resune. Serious lnquir~ only. PleMe

,
•
,
•
' call Mr. Mkh.tel Hmson at 270.703·
2970

Positions av~Wlle: Part-time directOf
for 16-voice adult choir. Send resumt,
inquiries to Rev. ~ron Dowdy, 1st
' UMC, O'mton, KY 42031, Of e-md
• l'umcoffi~mygmxyexpresa.com.
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Study indicates that college students
have become increasingly narcissistic
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer

courtesy of Brinany Goodenough

Brittany GoodenouQh. junior from Huntsville, Ala., says she often takes photos of
herself such as these In her free time or when she Qets bored.

.

Look out college students, your generation is being nicknamed yet again. From the Millennials to the iGeneration,
and now - Generation Me.
A new study headed by Jean Twenge, professor of psychology at San Diego State University, shows that college
students are increasingly more narcissistic and self-centered
than previous generations. These observations are based on
an evaluation known as the Narcissistic Personality Inventory, in which participants are asked to respond to statements Like "I think I am a special person" or "I can live my
life any way I want to."
According to the study, two-thirds of the students tested
above average, 30 percent more than in 1982.
While narcissism often bas a negative connotation, students seem to have no problem admitting the flaws in their
generation. Megan Locke, sophomore from Madisonville,
Ky., said she bas noticed the trend in her peers.
"Our generation is all about people focusing on themselves instead of other people and how they can help others," Locke said. "It's about what they can do to get ahead
and how they can be known."
Twenge suggested that Web sites Like MySpace and
YouTube encourage this attitude, promoting a 'Look at me!'
mentality.
In fact, the Internet and widespread advent of the digital
camera have played a major role in this tum toward vanity.
Many college students stave off boredom by taking photos
of themselves and their friends.
Brittany Goodenough, junior from Huntsville, Ala., has
been tagged in more than 500 photos on Facebook, a statistic of which sbe wasn't even aware.
"I'd never really paid attention to how many 1 have,"
Goodenough said. "Whenever I get ready to go out and I
look in the mirror, I take a photo of myself in case I want to
recreate that look. Between photos I take when I'm bored,
and my fiance, who's a photographer, it makes sense that I
have that many pictures."
Goodenough knows she Isn't alone in thiS behmor. Web
sites like Facebook make sharing photos easy.
"Anyone who says they post photos and don't want to

receive comments on them is lying," she said.
Professor 'rwenge said her study indicates that adults
need to stop telling children they're special because kids are
self-<:entered enough already, but some students disagree.
Colin Lee, sophomore from Owensboro, Ky., said the key
is to find a middle ground.
"You want to be able to balance telling the child, 'You are
special.' with helping them understand that they're special,
but everybody else is, too," Lee said. "It's not just, 'You're
special and nobody else is.'"
Lee said he has no problems admitting his narcissistic
side exists - to a small degree.
"I think it's about being able to understand what level of
narcissism is positive," Lee said. "It definitely can be a very
motivational, self-inspirational thing, but it can also be a
problem."
James LaValle, associate sociology professor, said he bas
noticed the behavior but considers it mild in Murray compared to other parts of the country.
"I don't know that I would necessarily use 'narcissistic' as
a perfect descriptor, but I do see what they're saying,"
LaValle said. "There's a way in which students tend to be
more self-oriented, a little bit more self-concerned. The
only other thing I would add to that is that it's far worse
where I'm from than it is where I am. California is far worse
in that regard than Murray. Your average MSU student is
well-raised - I'm not saying Californians aren't- but they
have a sense of manners and an understanding that they
have obligations to other people."
Jen Nowak, junior from St. Louis, Mo., said she believes
she distances herself from family when at school, but considers it normal.
"I don't mean to be (narcissistic) and I definitely don't
want to be, but sometimes it just happens," Nowak said. '1
can't really compare it to generations before us because I
don't know how they were ln college, but I have a feeling
my dad was like that."
Sara Struve, junior from Ellisville, Mo., agreed that the
pressures of college encourage this self-involved behavior,
but that it can be changed.
"Once we hit the real world. it'll give us a nice reality

cheet,• St!"iWe saJ<t. ~---Charlotte Kyle can be reached at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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• 1OOo/o angus beef
burgers and
hotdogs
• Shakes, sundaes,
smoothies, waffle
cones and more
• Soft serve ice cream:
vanilla, chocolate,
swirl
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1401 W. Main St.
761-MAIN
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Credit cards accepted
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Grade Worries?
.
LEARNSMART 100 offers a unique and innovative service to
Murray State Students. LEABNSMART 100 is simple, yet comprehensive.
It allows you to get full credit for what you actually know on exams.

-.

Go to www.learnsmart1 OO.com now

LEABNSMAAT 100 sessions are now available in the following
subject areas:
Biology 101 , Psychology 180, World CIV, and Nursing
LEARN SMART 100 is not tutorials in subject matter. It's all about process.

Enroll at least 48 hours ahead of your scheduled
LEARNSMABT 100 session
~'

:

Enroll Now: Sessions are March 1 - 16
FREE for Spring Semester 2007 only
For more information, or to enroll, go to www.learnsmartlOO.com,
email: learnsmart100@sbcglobal.net or call 270-761-4078
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Monday- Frlcla : 7 a.m . - 10 p. m. ~I&
~
Saturday: 8 a. m. - 7 p. m.
~
Sunday: 11 . m. - 8 p. m.

